FedMall Business Rules Regarding DODAAC:
With respect to GPC purchasing, there are two different DODAACs that must be validated, Registration DODAAC and
DODAAC used to establish GPC Payment Method:
Registration DODAAC:
This is the DODAAC cited in the user's account profile when they register and typically identifies that user's duty
station/home organization.

Any valid DODAAC can be used to register in FedMall.
To place orders in FedMall (regardless of payment method--GPC, Fund Code, etc.), the user's Registration DODAAC must
have an Authority Code = "00" (also known as Requisition Authority).
If your registration DODAAC does not have Authority Code = 00, consult with your Supply Officer or Comptroller on
which DODAAC you should be using for ordering.
Users may verify the requisition status of their DODAAC through DODAAD within DLA DAASINQ
(https://home.daas.dla.mil/daasinq/default.asp) or by using the DODAAC Verifier Link in FedMall.
In DODAAD, a search for the DODAAC the user is registering with must show Authority Code = “00” if the user intends to
make any type of purchase in FedMall.

In FedMall, the DODAAC Verifier will need to indicate authority code of “00 – Requisitioner” if the user will be making
purchases. The results from the DoDAAC Verifier will provide information if that DoDAAC either has or does not have
Procurement Authority.

DODAAC used to establish GPC Payment Method (Contracting Office DODAAC):
This is the DODAAC the user enters when they establish a GPC payment method in FedMall. It identifies the Contracting
Office which issued/authorized the GPC.

To add/update a GPC payment method in FedMall, the Contracting Office DODAAC must meet two criteria:
- Have Procurement Authority (Important: this check takes place when adding the payment method - you cannot
add a GPC payment method if the DODAAC you are using does not have procurement authority.)
Users may verify the requisition status of their DODAAC through DODAAD within DLA DAASINQ
(https://home.daas.dla.mil/daasinq/default.asp) or by using the DODAAC Verifier Link in FedMall.
In DODAAD, a search for the DODAAC the user enters when establishing a GPC payment method must show Authority
Code = “00” if the user intends to make any type of purchase in FedMall.

In FedMall, the DODAAC Verifier will need to indicate Procurement authority of “Yes” for the user to be able to add the
GPC payment method to make FedMall purchases.

-

The Contracting Office DoDAAC must be properly verified by FPDS-NG via SAM.gov.

FedMall offers several tools and warnings for the user to consider when registering or adding a payment method:
1. As described above, the DODAAC verifier link provides users the tool needed to check Requisition or
Procurement Status for any DODAAC.
2. When entering a Payment Method, the screen provides information regarding the Contracting Office DoDAAC
at the top of the page. Additionally, there is an informational pop-up next to the Contracting Office DoDAAC
Field.
3. If the DODAAC entered is not valid or if the DODAAC does not have procurement authority, the user will see
the error messages below, respectively.

